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Executive Summary 

PoliVisu is coming to the end of its first year as a project. During this time, the consortium has worked 
together to plan and build a flexible solution for helping cities (and others) to benefit from the use of big 
data when making mobility decisions. The Draft Exploitation Plan combines insights from original research 
with input from other deliverables to create a framework for the model’s development, adaptation and 
subsequent deployment by all interested parties. The aim is not to prescribe one single option as the most 
viable route to success but rather to provide a flexible framework for exploring a range of potential 
alternatives from which one, or indeed several, can be selected based on IPRs, preferences, capacity and 
ambitions within the consortium, while taking into account exogenous factors such as market dynamics. 

PoliVisu's target market is projected to grow in the coming years. Open/e-government initiatives will 
continue to generate demand for geospatial services; as a result, public sector will remain the main source of 
income for geospatial tools/service providers. Shifts in governance structures combined with technological 
advances already allow non-state actors to get more closely involved in policy making. As governments seek 
to become smarter in their approach to perennial problems like congestion, more democratic, more in step 
with the times as far as ICTs are concerned, the tendency for a more technology driven, collaborative 
governance will only become more commonplace in the future. 

The growing demand for geospatial products and services is a positive development however a buoyant 
market is as much an opportunity as it is a threat. With dozens of solutions competing for more or less the 
same customers (cities, authorities, public bodies, agencies, private companies across a variety of 
industries/policy areas), it may be difficult to establish a strong foothold and achieve scale. The challenge is 
further compounded by the fact that many of the established competitors have made their solutions more 
integrated e.g. Carto-ArcGIS, R-ArcGIS, Tableau-R, GRASS-QGIS, thereby creating even more incentives for 
users to choose/stick with the more popular tools.  

However, PoliVisu's main advantage is that it offers not a single product or service but rather a multi-faceted 
solution comprising a Policy Making Model, Advanced Visualisations, Policy Ready Data and Metadata, Policy 
Knowledge Base, Training and Toolbox. With this integrated/holistic approach, PoliVisu can better help 
decision makers achieve their policy goals through advanced visualizations as creating these visualisations 
requires a fusion of hard (tools, data) as well as soft (knowledge, methodologies) elements, all of which are 
present in the PoliVisu value proposition. Furthermore, PoliVisu is more than just about throwing data on a 
standard map as many data platforms do. PoliVisu enables decision makers to create the right 
map/visualisation to deliver accurate, insightful intelligence, helping tailor personalised strategies to 
individual needs. End users have more freedom to experiment since PoliVisu visualisations are standalone 
and can be plugged into any data platform, thus avoiding vendor lock-in. This option may be particularly 
appealing to smaller cities looking for a flexible, no-strings-attached solution. 

Although no clear business model has yet emerged as a vehicle for commercial exploitation, several partners 
have indicated a strong interest in going down this path, offering consultancy, advanced data 
analysis/visualisation/mapping tools, customisation and technical support all in order to help cities better 
address their policy needs at an affordable cost. Commercial exploitation is an important but by no means 
the only route to sustainability. Several non-commercial exploitation options will be considered more closely 
in year two of the project. One of them is the transfer of PoliVisu results to the Plan4All (PoliVisu partner) 
membership portfolio. Another is the intensification of cross-project collaboration between PoliVisu and 
other Horizon initiatives (bigpolicycanvas.eu, cutler-h2020.eu, designscapes.eu). The third option involves 
making PoliVisu results compliant with international data and metadata standards for easy 
discovery/interoperability on the web. In this regard, the latest opportunity presented by Google is 
particularly appealing; once compliant with Google’s datasets markup schema, Polivisu data can be visually 
presented to users directly in Google’s search results. A fourth option is to integrate the Toolbox with ATC’s 
newspaper software. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This deliverable is a product of collective effort made by the consortium in the first year of the project to 
define the contours of a sustainability model that best ensures PoliVisu’s existence post-project. The draft 
Exploitation Plan (DEP) combines insights from original research with input from other deliverables to create 
a framework for model’s development, adaptation and subsequent deployment by all interested parties. 
DEP's creation was a laborious process which, as a first step, required the identification of project results, 
outputs, deliverables etc. that may be exploited by the public sector, research community and/or private 
enterprises, both within the Consortium and outside its perimeter. All exploitable outputs then had to be 
recorded, categorised and elaborated with respect to IPRs, added-value offered, potential exploitation 
methods, prospective customers/adopters. After that, the analysis was broadened to cover market dynamics 
and competitors, opportunities and threats, all of which must be duly considered if PoliVisu is to succeed 
commercially post-project. In this regard, IPR issues, licensing schemes, conditions for free/OS distribution 
can make the success more or less likely depending on how well/soon partners manage to resolve them. 
DEP’s structure broadly follows the process and thinking behind its creation, and is organised as follows: 

● Chapter 2 outlines DEP’s aims and methodology 
● Chapter 3 identifies project outputs that can be exploited commercially and in a non-commercial 

way 
● Chapter 4 presents the results of research work undertaken by the Consortium in year one, 

specifically during WAVE 1 - Exploration 
● Chapter 5 formulates PoliVisu’s value proposition based on all the preceding input, but in particular 

that gathered from partners during a brainstorming session organised as part of the consortium 
meeting in Antwerp 

● Chapter 6 summarises key points and outlines next steps to be undertaken during WAVE 2 - 
Implementation 

● Chapter 7 lists potential risks that may hinder the adoption of PoliVisu solution by third parties 
● Annex A includes a preliminary exploitation plan of every partner  
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Chapter 2: Aims and Approach 

2.1 Goals and Objectives 

PoliVisu is coming to the end of its first year of project operation. During this time, the Consortium have 
worked together to plan and build a flexible solution for helping cities (and others) benefit from the use of 
big data when making mobility decisions. To ensure the solution continues to deliver benefits long after the 
project end, thinking around realistic sustainability approaches has been a core driver in the design process. 

This Draft Exploitation Plan (DEP) outlines the work from the past year, along with the Consortium’s current 
thoughts on how to deliver long-term sustainability. Its core objectives at this stage are to: 

● Better align the PoliVisu solution with target audience’s wants and needs 
● Identify initial opportunities for exploitation and potential commercialisation  
● Outline the methodology to be adopted to come to a consensual exploitation approach 

 

The aim is not to prescribe one single option as the most viable route to success but rather to provide a 
flexible framework for exploring a range of potential alternatives from which one or indeed several can be 
selected based on preferences, capacity and ambitions within the consortium, while taking into account 
exogenous factors such as market dynamics, consumer preferences, regulatory conditions, political priorities 
et cetera. The overall goal is to generate an exploitation framework that works on two levels: 

1. Consortium level - how partners work together to create new opportunities 

2. Individual partner level - how partners use learning/results to benefit their own businesses  
 

2.2 The Starting Point 

A simple exploitation plan is outlined in the Description of Action (DoA) for PoliVisu providing a starting point 
upon which to build ideas and test hypotheses.   

● Business Model: PoliVisu Partners will work together in various configurations to offer commercial 
consultancy, advanced data analysis & visualisation tools, customisation of technical tools, and 
technical support for using the technical tools to create complex visualisations at an affordable cost 
to cities.  

● Business Case: Harnessing available city data – open, private, social – into a trusted open source 
solution that works with a city’s existing policy platform, PoliVisu removes traditional technological 
and data literacy barriers and enables public administrations to access the same levels of advanced 
visualisations, that large consultancies would provide, at a fraction of the cost. Thanks to PoliVisu, 
‘data’ redefines the way public policy teams collaborate and operate. 

● Market: The core enabler of PoliVisu’s technical solution is the ability of its tools to use geospatial 
data. Therefore, PoliVisu will sit in the geospatial industry space offering services to enhance policy 
and governance operations. 

● Target Audience: Public sector in Europe, namely (but not only) on municipal and regional level, 
targeting Policy Makers – Mayors, Council Leaders, Cabinet Members and Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees – overview and scrutiny is at the heart of city accountability. It is the principal, 
democratic means, between elections, of ensuring that decisions made by the council and its 
partners are held to account. 

 

These initial ideas have been explored during the first year of the project. Findings and insights are outlined 
in the next chapter, and the initial exploitation ideas above will be revisited at the end of this report.  
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2.3 Overall Methodology 

Due to the complexity of the challenge being addressed by the project, and the potential solution itself, the 

PoliVisu Consortium faces a number of unique challenges in determining an appropriate exploitation plan: 
 

Product 

• Many exploitable elements to be contained in the Toolbox, but must be simple and easy to use 

• An integrated visualization tool or new visualisation product is not being created by the project 

• Need a combination of tech skills to create a visualisation - not a simple turnkey  process 

• Managing vested interests from multiple partners 
 
Customers/Market 

• Need to develop an appetite for adding in visuals/open big data into policy. What’s the driver? 

• Need to align traditional policy making with new models/approaches 
 
These challenges will be explored and re-examined throughout the solutioning processes for the project as a 
whole as well as through an integrated exploitation planning process.  To develop an appropriate framework 
for the exploitation, the Consortium will use a two-pronged approach: 
 

(1) Leverage expertise within the Consortium 

• Understand the tools/outputs, their IPR, and the relationship between them  

• Utilise Partners’ previous sustainability experience with past projects - what worked, what didn’t? 

• Ideate a large quantity of possible models that incorporate all/some of the outputs  

• Synthesize to 3-4 models for deeper exploration 
 
(2) Harness insights from potential Customers 

• Gain a deeper understanding of prospective customers instead of simply asking them what they 
want (learning from pilots’ evaluation results will be crucial in this respect) 

• Survey their needs (Data Literacy Survey) 

• Converse with stakeholders to identify unmet needs (face-to-face interaction at Autumn 2018 
conferences) 

• Choose the most appropriate exploitation models for adoption 
 
Research will take the form of three waves: 
 

WAVE 1: EXPLORATION - During the first fifteen months of the project, PoliVisu will conduct market 

research and Value Network Analyses1 (VNAs) to explore the differing and sometimes-conflicting interests 

and motives of stakeholders from a variety of areas. In addition, the first Business Model Clinics (BMCs) will 

be conducted at external events. The aim here is to develop suitable business models for the exploitation of 

PoliVisu tools and sketch the initial contours of PoliVisu’s unique value proposition. 
 

WAVE 2: IMPLEMENTATION - At this stage, PoliVisu will organise collaborative Business Modelling 

Workshops (BMWs) with the Consortium, during which partners will explore a variety of business models 

that fit both their individual preferences and the overall project needs. These workshops will lead to 

grounded and granular exploitation plans (started in Appendix A) and a clear strategy for exploiting 

commercial and non-commercial elements of PoliVisu by the end of year two. 
 

WAVE 3: ACCELERATION - The final stage focuses on deepening and broadening project outcomes to ensure 

maximum uptake, impact and post-project sustainability. The depth strategy will cover technological 

                                                           
1 Value network analysis and value conversion of tangible and intangible assets 

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/abs/10.1108/14691930810845777 
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integration, whilst the breadth strategy will aim to achieve the broadest possible uptake by potential 

adopters. In terms of depth, PoliVisu will reach into its own and affiliated networks within the GI community 

e.g. Plan4All association members, their networks, pilot channels. Leveraging ongoing working relationships 

with these networks, PoliVisu’s solution will be positioned as a superior alternative, as THE standard for 

data-driven policy making. In terms of breadth, PoliVisu will focus on capacity building among public 

administrations across Europe by offering free training to new cities through affiliated general networks 

such as LOLA (Linked Organisation of Local Authorities), Eurocities (Gent is the president), Smart Cities 

Council, amongst others. The Consortium will use the training to encourage public administrations to embed 

the PoliVisu approach in their operations and offer commercial incentives to use the Toolbox. 

2.4 This Report 

This draft exploitation plan provides the following results: 

● Identification of the project results, outputs, deliverables that may be exploited by the public sector, 

research community and/or private enterprises. All exploitable outputs will be recorded, categorised 

and elaborated with respect to IPRs, added-value offered, potential exploitation methods, potential 

customers/adopters etc. 

● A preliminary market analysis investigating different market segments relevant to the identified 

results/outputs and exploring the current market situation, existing competitors, opportunities and 

threats 

● Exploitation opportunities for each exploitable result/output 

● Intellectual property issues, the licensing schemes (e.g. conditions for free distribution or open 

source availability of project results) and other legal considerations pertaining to exploitation and 

sustainability beyond the funding period 

● Individual exploitation plans for each partner, taking into account each partner’s domain and 

expertise (i.e. research, industry, policy making) 
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Chapter 3: Exploitable results 

3.1 Project Results and Target Audience 

PoliVisu aims to help policy makers with mobility decision-making through advanced visualizations. Creating 

these visualisations is not a simple process due to the many different hard (tools and data) and soft 

elements (knowledge and methodologies) which can be combined in various configurations for different 

policy needs. The key exploitable elements identified at this point in the project include: 

 

★ PoliVisu Policy Making Model: The methodology/process to be followed for incorporating big data 

into the different stages of the  traditional policy-making cycle. Helps potential users to understand 

what type of big data visualisations should be used at each stage and how they can be used for co-

creation to deliver useful results (see D3.5 PoliVisu Policy Making Model). 

 

Potential Audience: Public Sector decision makers and their stakeholders to be able to easily 

follow/understand the model.  Standards bodies helping government and regulators make public 

policy (e.g. IEC, ISO and UNECE). Participation organisations wishing to engage people using big data 

and co-creation techniques (membership orgs, think tanks, researchers). 

 

Potential Exploitation Channels:  Online wizard (see Toolbox below) to take visitors through the 

cycle based on their needs.  Explainer videos. Published research papers. Presentations at 

appropriate conferences. Book/Manual (could be self-published on Amazon and/or distributed at 

events). 

 

★ Advanced Visualisations: Visual representations using big and open data that allow policy makers 

and their stakeholders to drill down into data and better understand problems and explore the 

impact of potential policy changes (e.g. closing a street or locating a particular service). Advanced 

visualisations need to be built by someone with data/programming skills. These experts could be 

members of the PoliVisu consortium or be customer’s own experts  (see D3.6 Policy Experimentation 

& Functional Design 2). 

 

Potential Audience: Public Sector decision makers and communication managers who wish to 

better share or explore mobility challenges and the impact of potential policy solutions, and engage 

stakeholders, are the primary audience. However, at a secondary level, PoliVisu must consider 

citizens, media and researchers who can all receive benefits from using visualisations. 

 

Potential Exploitation Channels:  Online access to a range of tools that can be used to create 

visualisations, as well as visualisation examples from pilots, through Toolbox (see below), new 

visualisation commissions may come through individual partners and advertising at conferences and 

events across Europe. 

 

★ Policy Ready Data & Metadata: Metadata represent a red line connecting data, policies, advanced 

visualisations, (traffic) models etc. A catalogue service through metadata enables a user to answer 

complex discovery-related queries, such as: “Which datasets, sensor measurements and traffic 

models can be used for a city of Antwerp to follow the European Noise Directive?” Moreover, such 

catalogue service may be connected to mainstream search engines like Google, Bing, Yahoo etc. 

Metadata thus acts as a bridge between the geospatial world and mainstream IT development. See 
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Deliverables D4.2 Metadata specifications and D8.2 Standards White Paper ed. 1 for further 

information. 

 

Potential Audience: Tech Industry benefits from integrations of geospatial and mainstream IT 

systems while advisors of Public Sector decision makers, citizens and researchers are the primary 

end users of catalogue service(s) capable of searching in a complex way. 

  

Potential Exploitation Channels:  Present geospatial data and metadata for mobility policy through 

(1) PoliVisu Catalogue based on OGC2 and W3C3 compliant services and (2) Google Rich Cards4 

(advanced snippets).  

 

★ Policy Knowledge Base: Information on specific mobility policies and best practices including 

visualisations that could be potentially adopted/replicated by other Public Sector users with similar 

challenges.  Includes the outputs/results from the PoliVisu projects pilot sites (see D6.3 Policy 

Implementation & Compliance Report). 

 

Potential Audience: Public Sector decision makers should be easily able to locate/find information 

that is relevant for them online (see Toolbox below) 

 

Potential Exploitation Channels:  City Managers should be easily able to locate/find information that 

is relevant for them via the PoliVisu Toolbox (see below). 

 

★ PoliVisu Training: Support tools which help PoliVisu users understand the benefits of using big data 

for data-driven decision making. This will not be technical training on how to create a visualisation, it 

will be more focused on process/approach/business case for big data visualisations. 

 

Potential Audience: Public Sector workers who wish to understand more about what big data is and 

the benefits of adding big data into the policy making process. 

 

Potential Exploitation Channels:  Training may take the form of Webinars, short online course, and 

workshops at relevant European conferences. 

 

★ PoliVisu Toolbox: Online portal that hosts all the outputs/results from PoliVisu with access to the 

tools and techniques which need to be adopted to create advanced visualizations for more 

effective/co-creative policy making.  In addition, the Toolbox provides credibility for adopting the 

PoliVisu approach with stories/examples/case studies from the pilot cities, as well as research 

findings, published papers etc. (see D8.4 PoliVisu Playbox 1). 

 

Potential Audience: Public Sector workers who wish to understand more about what big data is and 

the benefits of adding big data into the policy making process. 

 

Potential Exploitation Channels:  Training may take the form of live and recorded webinars, short 

online courses, and workshops at relevant European conferences, all promoted via social media and 

personal invitations to participants networks. 

                                                           
2 Open Geospatial Consortium http://www.opengeospatial.org/ 
3 World Wide Web Consortium https://www.w3.org/ 
4 Overview of Google Rich Cards http://www.seoskeptic.com/rich-cards-and-googles-structured-data-restructuring/ 
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★ New Technical Knowledge: In addition to creating advanced visualisations, PoliVisu will innovate 

and create additional unforeseen new ideas/standards/approaches. This may be shared in the form 

of white papers, or new services/offerings that may be developed during the course of the project.  

 

New exploitable elements may be created as the project continues to evolve, results are achieved and 
offerings refined.  These new assets/offerings will be detailed in the second version of the draft exploitation 
plan (D8.6) due at the end of year two. 

3.2 IPR of the Exploitable Results 

3.2.1 Background IPR 

Background IPR relates to the IPR PoliVisu partners have brought into the project and which will remain with 

them after PoliVisu has finished.  This mainly, but exclusively, refers to the technical tools in the project 

which all come from commercial partners.  Background IPR has been detailed in the Consortium Agreement 

contract, but as the PoliVisu solution is being designed and built with ‘open’ principles in mind, it is 

important to understand how the commercial and open interests of the project work together to create new 

foreground.   
 

During the first exploitation wave, a survey was circulated (see Appendix B) internally among the consortium 

members to better understand how different proprietary and open source solutions used in the project may 

affect the exploitation of PoliVisu Toolbox which hosts all the exploitable results.   

 

First, the Consortium were asked to rate different factors that in their opinion best ensure long-term 

sustainability of project results and the three most important factors were 1) for the Toolbox to be updated 

regularly, 2) for the contents to be ready to use in any city, and 3) incorporation of open and reusable 

standards. 

 

 
Figure 1. Consortium views toward sustainability 

 

With this finding in mind, the results of the rest of the survey laid bare important issues that could 

potentially negatively affect the exploitation of project outputs. With regard to technical tools, the identified 

areas of contention were as follows: 
 

1. A tool is integrated with other tools, is part of the Toolbox but is not open/free (TruthNest, Truly 

Media) 
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2. A tool is integrated with other tools, is open/free but not included in the Toolbox (Warp 10) 

3. A tool is fully integrated and used as a building block but is neither open/free nor part of the Toolbox 

(M3, iCar Camera) 
 

Table 1. Partner tools 

 

Own tools 

Application in the project 

Open 
and 

free? 

Part 
of 

the 
Tool 
Box? 

Building 
block in a 
technical 
output? 

Integrated 
with other 

tools? 

Support policy 
making e.g. 

visualisation, 
evaluation? 

Inno 
Connect 

WebGLayer Yes To an extent Yes Yes Yes 

Plan4All Spark Traffic Modeller To an extent Yes Yes Will be Yes 

Citizen 
Data 

Warp 10 No To an extent Yes Yes No 

EDIP Pilsen Road Net Model No No Yes No No 

ATC TruthNest / Truly Media To an extent Yes No No Yes 

HSRS Micka To an extent To an extent No Yes Yes 

HSlayers NG To an extent Yes To an extent Yes Yes 

Macq M3 Yes Yes Yes No No 

iCar Camera To an extent Yes Yes No No 

Geo 
Sparc 

Smart City SaaS To an extent To an extent Yes No No 

Geospatial OS Tool Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

During the last Consortium meeting in Antwerp, Partners discussed the survey findings and managed to 
resolve the first two issues. Specifically, ATC’s solutions will be offered free of charge within the context of 
the project (i.e. free if accessed through the Toolbox), albeit with a degraded functionality, and Citizen Data 
agreed that it may be possible to include a future version of Warp 10 in the Toolbox. The discussion with 
Macq is currently underway. 
 

Partners will also bring third party tools to the project. Some usage restrictions apply to MapBox and 

OpenStreetMap although these were found to be insignificant, and all elements will be included in the 

Toolbox. 
 

Table 2. Third party tools 

 
3rd party tools 

 Open and 
free? 

Part of 
the 
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Building 
block in a 
technical 
output? 

Integrated 
with other 

tools? 

Support 
policy making 

e.g. 
visualisation, 
evaluation? 

Toolbox? 

Inno 
Connect 

MapBox, OSM, d3.js No Yes To an extent Some 
restrictions  

TBC 

HSRS GeoServer, Mapserver Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Geo 
Sparc 

Leaflet, d3.js, Geotools, 
Geoserver, OpenLayers 

To an extent Yes To an extent Yes Yes 

 

Finally, in terms of data, partners will provide a mix of their own and third-party data, too. 
 

Table 3. Partner data 

 Own data Is it open? 

Plan4All Open Land Use Map, Open Transport Map, Smart Points of 
Interest 

Yes 

EDIP Pilsen traffic volume, land use Yes 

Issy data.issy.com Yes 

Pilsen Traffic sensors, street charts Some of it 

Gent Counts of passers-by, student housing locations Some of it 

 

Table 4. Third party data 

 3rd party data Is it open? 

EDIP Mobile operators No 

Issy Traffic No 
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Pilsen Traffic events Some of it 

Gent De Lijn Yes 

HSRS Czech cadastral data Some of it 

Macq ANPR Some of it 

Geo 
Sparc 

Parking sensor data Don’t know 

 

 

To conclude, the survey uncovered potential bottlenecks in the exploitation of PoliVisu results while the 

follow-up discussion during a Consortium meeting in Antwerp helped resolve some of the identified 

issues. Notwithstanding this early progress, a few important challenges have yet to be tackled. Besides the 

situation around Macq products, a broader issue of tools' usage by third parties during the project remains 

unanswered. Basically, the question comes down to whether such usage should be restricted or unlimited. 

Since PoliVisu as an EU project, third parties may expect free and unlimited access to the Toolbox 

components. That, in turn, raises the question: can, for example, new cities request visualisations to be 

produced with WebGLayer as many times as they want? Although clearly beneficial for exploitation per se, 

third party requests can represent a substantial drain on partners' resources if left unchecked. The 

Consortium must therefore find a way to balance sustainability with budgetary considerations, something 

that will be done at the forthcoming BMWs during WAVE 2. 

3.2.2 Foreground IPR 

The table below categorises PoliVisu’s exploitable elements by category, commercialisation, IPR and partner 

interest, thereby helping the Exploitation partners understand the various relationships and exploitation 

streams to be managed. 
 

Currently, due to the open nature of the project, the only assets/products to be potentially exploited 

commercially within the scope of the project/Consortium are the advanced visualisations.  However, this just 

reflects a point in time, and may change based on research and development work over the next 6 to 12 

months.  It should also be noted that this does not cover potential services such as data management. 
 

Table 5. Exploitable outputs 

 Exploitable Asset Category Exploitation 
Type 

Background 
IPR Owners & 
Contributors 

Foreground 
Interest in 
Shared 
Exploitation 

1 PoliVisu Framework Model Non-commercial PoliMi PoliMi, AIV, 21c 
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2 Advanced Visualisations Software Commercial 
INCO, GEOS, 
HSRS, ATC, 
MACQ, CZD 

INCO, GEOS, 
HSRS, ATC, 
MACQ, CZD, P4A 

3 Policy Ready (Meta)Data Data & Metadata Not yet known 
AIV, Ghent, Issy, 
Pilsen, HSRS 

AIV 

 
Policy Ready (Meta)Data 
Management 

Data & Metadata Commercial MACQ AIV 

4 Policy Knowledge Base Repository Non-commercial n/a 
PoliMi, AIV, 
GEOS, 21c, Gent, 
Issy, Pilsen 

5 PoliVisu Training 
Educational 
Material 

Non-commercial n/a 21c, PoliMi, P4A 

6 PoliVisu Toolbox Repository Non-commercial n/a 
AIV, 21c, GEOS, 
MACQ, ATC, P4A, 
INCO 

7 New Technical Knowledge Software/ Standards Not yet known TBD TBD 

 

3.2.2.1 Non-Commercial Exploitation 

As the main sustainability goal is to ensure the continuity of the project results after the project is finalized. 

The PoliVisu Consortium will take the following actions to ensure the project delivers value for money and 

impact across Europe: 

● PoliVisu is committed to following the principles of Open Access for its results and deliverables and 

will ensure all publication outputs/reports included in a special section of the PoliVisu Toolbox 

● Use a third-party repository OpenAIRE5 to help share knowledge with researchers 

● All project partners will ensure the continued utilisation and potential refinement of project results 

within their organisations’ daily work 

● Partners’ lasting interest in big data, policy making and boosting societal benefits ensures their 

active involvement in this research field and guarantees project results’ utilisation in similar 

contexts/domains for further research purposes 

● The Consortium’s own  knowledge alliance formed during the project lifetime will continue to 

pursue knowledge and expertise exchange through European efforts, events, workshops, contests, 

scientific publications  

● The policy model, the knowledge base, and the training materials will be maintained, re-used, 

configured and refined by consortium members and by any interested stakeholder since they will be 

an open access resource for anyone to use 

● The public sector organizations will continue to provide to their policy makers/members guidelines 

on big-data use for mobility policy-making and will use the PoliVisu Toolbox  to publish the results 

● The PoliVisu Toolbox (loose platform) will include participatory features and will publish the majority 

of project results as open resources. This helps ensure sustainability of the project activities since 

the value of knowledge increases as more people are using it and  contributing to its expansion 

                                                           
5 https://www.openaire.eu/ 
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● Plan4All’s European network enables PoliVisu to have an international impact and acts as a source of 

new ideas and techniques to drive the domain forward. For example, promoting the use of 

hackathons to build apps based on Policy Ready Data 

3.2.2.2 Commercial Exploitation 

The approach for commercial exploitation is still in the idea-gathering phase and thus will be explored more 

fully during the second exploitation WAVE.  Ideas collected so far include: 

● Charging for advanced visualisations and providing new insights around a specific 

challenge/situation 

● Data discovery service to help source and negotiate big data contracts 

● Membership organisation/Community of Interest for ‘ethical’ policy making using big data, offering 

latest news, events, training and process audits 

● Big data quality, security, confidentiality framework with big data audit offering (access to 

customer’s systems problematic) 
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Chapter 4: Market Research 

This chapter brings together the results of research work undertaken by the Consortium during WAVE 1 - 

Exploration.  The core research activities reported on include: 

● Value network analysis developed to capture the relationships and the value between PoliVisu 
output (Toolbox) and the potential target audiences and supportive stakeholders 

● Market readiness analysis to understand the potential market and main competitors  
● Customer perspective analysis from the Data Survey (D3.3 Data Literacy Survey Report) which 

mostly covered public authorities at local and regional levels, and who can therefore be treated as 
potential customers of PoliVisu  

● Value proposition creation to confirm the benefits of the Toolbox for the major customer - Public 
Sector decision makers 

4.1 Value Network Analysis 

Value Network Analysis (VNA) discovers how work actually gets done in a network. Different sets of roles 

and value exchanges can produce purposeful activity that generates value.  VNA helps pinpoint the kind of 

value that is really being created, shows how efficiently resources are converted into the value output and, 

more importantly, answers whether and where failure points exist. 
 

The Network models show tangible and intangible value flows. Tangible outputs are deliverables, goods, 

services that have contractual value.  Intangible flows include informal knowledge exchanges, benefits that 

build relationships and open pathways for innovation and new ideas.  Traditionally, business models tend to 

miss important intangible exchanges or value flows so a VNA can help highlight their importance and find a 

way to ensure they are translated into tangible value. 
 

During WAVE 1, a high-level VNA was conducted to improve the visibility of the relationship between the 

central PoliVisu Toolbox (repository of the project outcomes) and the key stakeholders who will use/support 

it (see Figure 2).  This network will be updated to contain more details on the individual elements of the 

Toolbox once they have been decided/finalised at the end of 2018.  But from first glance we can deduce: 

● As expected, Public Sector Customers receive the most tangible benefits from the Toolbox and are 

the primary exploitation audience for PoliVisu 

● PoliVisu Tech Partners are the key financial beneficiaries for any commercialisation effort, yet for the 

Toolbox to succeed it needs the intangible benefits that the city and research partners provide 

● Other potential customers such as citizens, media and researchers offer intangible benefits such as 

credibility of the product and increased visibility but currently receive few tangible benefits 

● Standards bodies (e.g. on metadata) could help provide a new source of customers for the Toolbox, 

an opportunity that will be explored in more detail in WAVES 2 and 3 

● Innovation/new ideas happen outside the Toolbox between different partners and rely on Public 

Sector customers to upload new best practices/knowledge 
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Figure 2: Value Network Analysis at the macro level 

 

In conclusion, the high level analysis leads us to a core need for exploitation - namely, the business model 

needs clear incentives for the public sector to add information to the knowledge base and therefore 

increase its value, and for research partners/media/standards bodies  to provide credibility.   

4.2 Preliminary Market Research 

4.2.1 Market Overview 

To ensure the greatest chance of sustainability success, PoliVisu needs to focus on a defined target market 

and find its niche position.  Once established in one market segment, the team can explore other markets 

for further growth. Today, PoliVisu sits in the rapidly growing  Smart Cities market, which is estimated to 

exceed $2 trillion by 2025.6 Frost and Sullivan report concludes that Europe will have the largest number of 

smart city project investments globally primarily because of the engagement that the European Commission 

has shown in developing these initiatives.  
 

The Smart Cities market can be divided into segments based on policy area e.g. Smart Health, Smart 

Buildings, Smart Mobility, Smart Environment etc.  Whilst the vision for PoliVisu is to eventually reach other 

markets, it is beginning its mission by focusing exclusively on the Smart Mobility or Transport sector given 

that intelligent traffic and transit form the bulk of European budget spending. Furthermore, cities are 

prioritizing transport as one of their main smart city focus domains.  According to the foregoing report, 

European e-hailing market, which is central to cities developing smart mobility solutions, currently generates 

revenues of $50 billion and is estimated to reach $120 billion by 2025. Geographically, Western Europe 

                                                           
6 https://ww2.frost.com/news/press-releases/frost-sullivan-experts-announce-global-smart-cities-raise-market-over-2-

trillion-2025/ 
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represents more than 90% of European spending in this area, though in contrast Central and Eastern Europe 

will experience growth at a faster pace in the coming years. 
 

In terms of smart solution segments e.g. M-commerce, Communications, Network management, Customer 

experience, Data, and  Internet of Things, PoliVisu falls into the Data solution category,7 which includes tools 

and systems used to analyse transport-related big data, in order to develop better commercial outcomes, 

enhanced system efficiency or other strategic objectives. In this area, visualization is expected to emerge as 

the fastest growing software segment with an annual growth rate of  more than 15% over the forecast 

period.8 This is primarily attributed to the rising demand for consumers to access data as and when required, 

which has significantly resulted in a push for mobile data visualization options.   

4.2.2 Market Drivers: PESTLE Analysis 

The convergence of big data, Internet of Things and artificial intelligence, to name just a three emerging 

technologies, has helped produce the world of smart cities, connected cars, smart devices as we know it. 

Decision makers in this “brave new world” depend on spatial information and data analytics to effectively 

respond to problems as and when they arise; deliver operational efficiencies; facilitate deeper insights; and 

make future predictions more accurate. The growing adoption of geospatial technologies, real-time data and 

geo-enabled applications has delivered tangible results on a wide scale in the form of increased 

productivity,9 better resource management and monitoring,10 as well as more agile decision-making.11 As 

data tsunami has grown in speed and size, engulfing more and more sectors, organisations, departments 

etc., the need for a new language of “clear communication” became all the more important. In this respect, 

maps, visualisations and the associated analytics play a crucial role, not least because they help users make 

sense of complex situations more easily. In the following paragraphs, the deliverable will take a closer look 

at the geospatial situation in Europe using a five-point PESTLE framework that considers political, economic, 

social, technological, legal and environmental developments influencing each sector (to minimise overlap, 

political and legal analyses are presented together). 

Policy and legal frameworks 

EU countries were among the first in the world to develop legal and policy frameworks to maximise the 

benefits of geospatial data and services. The growth of European geospatial industry is stimulated by policy 

efforts of the European Commission that has sought improve the way in which spatial data is organised, 

shared and used by different stakeholders. The Commission supports the development of a harmonised 

innovation ecosystem through both geospatial and secondary policy frameworks. Featuring prominently in 

the former camp is the INSPIRE Directive (2007/2/EC). Its overarching objective is to create a common 

spatial data infrastructure to support environmental policies and policies/activities that may impact the 

environment, such as transport. Another instrument that can be strictly attributed to the geospatial policy 

                                                           
7 Global big data market is projected to rise to $90 billion by 2025 according to Statista 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/254266/global-big-data-market-forecast/ 
8 https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/big-data-industry 
9 Jan De Loecker, Allan Collard-Weler (2016) "The productivity impact of new technology: evidence from the US steel industry" 

http://microeconomicinsights.org/productivity-impact-new-technology-evidence-us-steel-industry/ 
10 Arts, K., van der Wal, R., & Adams, W. M. (2015) “Digital technology and the conservation of nature.” Ambio, 44(Suppl 4), 661–

673. http://doi.org/10.1007/s13280-015-0705-1 
11 World Economic Forum (2018) "Agile Governance: Reimagining Policy-making in the Fourth Industrial Revolution" White Paper 
https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/agile-governance-reimagining-policy-making-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution 
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framework is the EU Space Strategy.12 One of the aims here is to promote the use of Copernicus, Galileo and 

EGNOS outputs in providing effective solutions to societal challenges.  
 

Among the secondary policy frameworks, three can be singled out: Digital Single Market Strategy, European 

Location Interoperability Solutions for e-Government (ELISE) and General Data Protection Regulation 

2016/679 (GDPR). Digital Single Market Strategy,13 by promoting investments in ICT research and innovation, 

by facilitating Public-Private Partnerships and establishment of digital industrial platforms, creates 

favourable conditions for the geospatial industry to become innovative, adventurous and more efficient in 

its product and services offerings. Thanks to the ELISE action,14 the development of new products and 

services based on location data can become easier as barriers are broken down to promote a coherent and 

consistent approach to the sharing and reuse of location data across borders and sectors. Lastly, GDPR 

presents an opportunity for the geospatial industry to reinvent itself to build better products and services by 

designing transparent and flexible data management processes. 

 

Economy 
 

A recent Geospatial Business Outlook15 reports that European region had an estimated market share of 26% 

of the global total in 2017, or €67.51 billion. Although this share is projected to decrease somewhat, 

European industry as a whole will continue to grow at a steady rate between 2017-2020, averaging around 

11.65% annually. Of the four sectors comprising the industry, GNSS & Positioning is largest (63.7%), followed 

by GIS and Spatial Analytics (20.5%), Earth Observation (12.3%) and 3D Scanning (3.5%) - all figures are for 

2017. The sector most relevant to PoliVisu - GIS and Spatial Analytics - will witness expansion thanks to 

increasing adoption of spatial analytics for e-governance initiatives, infrastructure projects, as well as 

utilities, natural resource and disaster management services. This increased adoption is in turn made 

possible by (1) the enhanced capability to analyse and deliver in real-time different types of data and 

services, and (2) seamless integration of data from various sources using different automation solutions. 
 

The increased adoption of geospatial solutions by public administrations to enable smarter citizen services, 

as well as to improve internal organisational efficiencies, has made public sector the main source of revenue 

for geospatial product and service providers.16 Land administration, urban development, transport, utilities, 

infrastructure, public safety, emergency response are just some policy areas where the integration of 

geospatial data, technologies and services has been most pronounced. As public sector continues to 

formulate strategies and allocate resources in a bid to make cities smarter, its role as the main source of 

income for the geospatial industry is likely to remain greater than private sector’s in the foreseeable future.  
 

Society 
 

The 4th Industrial Revolution has changed the way individuals and groups from across the social spectrum 

live, work and interact with one another. Unprecedented advances in technology are influencing citizen 

expectations that decision makers will harness new tools sooner than later to administer governance fit for 

the 21st century. Emerging technologies and their derivative products (e.g. social media platforms, 

predictive apps, connected devices) are shifting power slowly but surely away from governments toward 

companies and other non-state actors. Traditionally, government/public institutions found themselves in a 

                                                           
12 http://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/space_en 
13 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/digital-single-market_en 
14 https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/actions/elise_en 
15 https://www.geospatialworld.net/blogs/european-geospatial-business-outlook/ 
16 58.7% of companies surveyed by Geospatial Media Analysis derive maximum percentage of their revenue from gov/public sector 
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'reactive' position vis-a-vis technological innovation, always one step behind the private sector. But as the 

need to embrace new technologies became more pressing, policy makers have little choice but to consult 

innovators, academia and ordinary citizens on matters that until recently were decided on pretty much 

unilaterally. In this new configuration, innovators and researchers can work alongside public officials to 

provide expertise on new technologies/applications/services they are developing, explaining not only how 

these inventions will work but also what their potential consequences may be. For citizens, there is an 

opportunity to influence policy before it actually gets implemented thanks to the burgeoning of 

crowdsourcing/open government across the globe. Governments that accept these fundamental shifts in 

governance and embrace emerging technologies stand to benefit by becoming more competitive 

internationally, and more democratic at home. 
 

Technology 
 

Many disruptive/emerging technologies impact the geospatial industry, from big data to cloud computing to 

Internet of Things, to name just three.17 Geospatial information matches the definition of big data as, 

generally, it comes from multiple sources (earth observation, sensor networks, scanners etc.), can be 

harvested in large quantities and real-time. As huge volumes of structured and unstructured data are 

collected from various sources, efficient storage, processing and dissemination is crucial to realising true 

potential of geospatial technologies. AI can be a powerful tool for exploiting spatial big data through 

automation. AI-driven geospatial applications can aid end-to-end solutions in precision farming, disaster 

management, logistics, navigation and of course areas like traffic management that depend on predictive 

modelling. IoT technology integrates various digital devices over different networks, enabling real-time 

collection and exchange of large volumes of data. One transport related area where IoT has great potential 

to make a difference is autonomous driving. Through IoT, the driverless car shares information about the 

road, which includes the actual path, traffic, and how to navigate around any obstacles. All of this data is 

shared between IoT connected cars and is uploaded wirelessly to the cloud for further analysis.18 
 

Environment 
 

PoliVisu's chosen thematic area of transport, because of its reliance on oil, contributes greatly to climate 

change. In fact, transport was the only sector where greenhouse gas emissions have increased over 14% 

between 1990 and 2012 in the EU-28. (The growth was particularly pronounced in road transport and 

international aviation.)19 At city-level, despite all the policy efforts to cut down private vehicle usage, people 

are still driving more than ever before. Naturally, this leads to urban congestion, which has become an 

exponentially growing problem for Europe, contributing to over 40% of all CO2 emissions and up to 70% of 

other pollutants.20 Besides damage to the environment, congestion affects our health, not to mention the 

economic cost of wasted time.  In a 9-5 economy, congestion can gardly be avoided since too many 

people/drivers need to use the roads at the same time. Unless working patterns are changed significantly, 

smarter solutions to easing congestion and the resultant air pollution need to be explored. Fortunately, 

thanks to modern sensor technology, big data analytics and cloud computing, that solution may be closer 

than it actually seems. 
 

                                                           
17 Other influencing technologies include augmented reality, virtual reality, automation. For more details see Geospatial 

Industry Outlook & Readiness Index: 2018 Edition https://geobuiz.com/geobuiz-2018-report.html 
18 “How IoT is Driving the Autonomous Vehicle Revolution” https://www.iotforall.com/iot-and-autonomous-vehicles/ 
19 http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=env_air_gge&lang=en 
20 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/urban/urban_mobility_en 
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To sum up, PoliVisu's target market is projected to grow in the coming years. In Europe, a number of 

geospatial and allied policy frameworks have been established at EU-level, fostering an innovation 

ecosystem that generates business opportunities for market players. Open/e-government initiatives will 

continue to generate demand for geospatial services; as a result, public sector will remain the main source 

of income for geospatial service providers. Shifts in governance structures combined with technological 

advances already allow non-state actors to get more closely involved in policy making. As governments 

seek to become smarter in their approach to perennial problems like congestion, more democratic, more 

in step with the times far as ICTs are concerned, the tendency for a more technology driven, collaborative 

governance will only become more commonplace in the future. 

4.2.3 Competitor Landscape 

PoliVisu sits neatly in the high-growth visualisation and analytics area which is currently dominated by a 

multitude of GIS solutions and service providers. Recently, the field witnessed a rising number of new 

players - data platforms - that aim to make it easy to share, discover and use relevant transport related 

information. Therefore, in order to better understand the market PoliVisu is entering, the Consortium 

conducted a horizon scan of both existing GIS solutions and transport data platforms. The resulting pool 

includes a mix of tools, initiatives and projects against which PoliVisu may need to compete when the 

project ends.  

GIS Solutions 

The GIS solutions market includes dozens of products for working with spatial data. These products are 

typically divided into web-based and desktop applications. One aggregator site lists 39 offline and 66 online 

solutions.21 Anyone looking to create visualisations/maps from spatial data has clearly a lot of options to 

choose form. One one hand, this could be a positive sign for PoliVisu as it shows the market is vibrant and 

constantly growing. In Europe, for instance, Spatial Analytics segment grew from €10.66 billion in 2013 to 

€13.86 billion in 2017, and is forecasted to increase further to €16.88 billion by 2020.22 But high 

competition/saturation means it is more difficult for newcomers to stand out from the crowd, or to undercut 

bigger rivals on price. When PoliVisu starts offering GIS services to prospective customers, the latter may 

already be familiar with the capabilities of established solutions, and so could exhibit some 

scepticism/reluctance to try out less known tools like WebGLayer. It is therefore important to understand 

the strengths and weaknesses of existing competitors before pitching the PoliVisu offering to customers. 

Since it is beyond the scope of this deliverable to review all available GIS solutions, only the major ones from 

on- and off-line categories will be compared.  

1. ArcGIS.23 An end-to-end solution for creating and using maps, compiling geographic data, analysing 

mapped information, sharing and discovering geographic information, using maps and geographic 

information in a range of applications, and managing geographic information in a database. 

2. CARTO.24 A SaaS platform that provides GIS and web mapping tools in an online - web browser - 

environment. 

                                                           
21 https://www.capterra.com/gis-software/?sort_options= 
22 European Geospatial Business Outlook Report 2018 https://geobuiz.com/geobuiz-2018-report.html 
23 https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/about-arcgis/overview 
24 https://carto.com/ 
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3. MANGO.25 All-in-one GIS web map platform with a highly configurable map and portal interface. 

Allows to create not only map visualizations but also a map and data portal that integrates with an 

entire organization. 

4. Tableau.26 A GIS platform available as a desktop application and online. The solution works with all 

types of data, including geospatial. 

5. QGIS.27 Free and open-source desktop geographic application for viewing, editing and analysing 

geospatial data. 

6. GRASS.28 A desktop software suite for geospatial data management, analysis, image processing, 

mapping and visualisation, spatial and temporal modeling, and visualizing. 

7. R.29 A programming language that has a full library of tools for working with spatial data. This 

includes tools for both vector and raster data, as well as interfacing with data from other sources 

(e.g. ArcGIS) and making maps. 

8. Mapinfo.30 Desktop GIS solution for business analysts and GIS engineers that allows users to view, 

analyse and interpret data to make informed decisions 

 

Table 6. GIS competitors 

 
 

Solution attributes 

Online Desktop User-friendly 
GUI 

Spatial 
analysis 

Statistical 
analysis 

Training & 
support 

Target 
customer 

Business model 
& pricing 

ArcGIS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Cities, 
authorities, 
edu, 
private 
sector - all 
across 
many 
industries 

Depends on org 
type and size, 
besides 
subscription 
there are 
‘service credits’ 

CARTO Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Cities, 
authorities, 
edu, 
private 
sector - all 
across 
many 
industries 

Enterprise plans 
depending on 
business size 
and types. Free 
pack available 
for students 

MANGO Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Int’l 
authorities, 
car and 
insurance 
companies 

4 fixed price 
plans ranging 
$49-
399/month. 
Subscription 

                                                           
25 https://mangomap.com/ 
26 https://www.tableau.com/products 
27 https://qgis.org/en/site/ 
28 https://grass.osgeo.org/ 
29 https://www.r-project.org/about.html 
30 https://www.pitneybowes.com/us/location-intelligence/geographic-information-systems/mapinfo-pro.html 
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can be monthly 
or annual 

Tableau Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Transport 
operators, 
service 
providers, 
business 
across a 
range of 
industries 

Pricing plans 
differ for 
individuals and 
teams / orgs. 
Some plans 
grant access to 
both desktop 
and online tools 

QGIS No Yes Not for 
beginners 

Yes Partially 
supported 

Partial Media, 
cities, 
authorities, 
academia 

Commercial 
support around 
OS solution31 

GRASS No Yes Not for 
beginners 

Yes Partially 
supported 

Partial Independe
nt 
researchers
, charities, 
local govt 

Commercial 
support around 
OS solution32 

R No Yes No Yes Yes Partial Environme
ntal 
scientists, 
statisticians 

Commercial 
support 

Mapinfo No Yes Yes Yes No Partial Private 
sector 
clients 
from 
banking, 
agriculture, 
food, 
healthcare, 
retail 

Details not 
provided 

 

A review of eight different competitors (commercial and open source, online and desktop) leads to several 

conclusions encapsulated in the SWOT analysis below. 

Competitor strengths 

● Many of the analysed competitors have been on the market for years and even decades e.g. GRASS 

(35 years), ArcGIS (18 years), QGIS (16 years)  

● The long history enabled them not only to establish themselves as trusted solutions providers, but 

also build strong international communities of professionals and amateurs that dedicate time and 

effort to improving their favourite GIS products and services, ultimately making the tools better for 

everyone 

● All tools, even commercial ones, provide supporting documentation that allows users to upskill 

themselves  

                                                           
31 https://www.qgis.org/en/site/forusers/commercial_support.html 
32 https://grass.osgeo.org/support/commercial-support/ 
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● Although most solutions are either desktop or web-based, two (ArcGIS, Tableau) were found to offer 

both versions, thus catering to audiences who prefer to work offline as well as online 

● Cross-platform integration is available between several solutions e.g. Carto-ArcGIS,33 R-ArcGIS,34 

Tableau-R,35 GRASS-QGIS.36 These links create incentives for users to narrow their choices to those 

tools which which their tried and tested solutions can be integrated 

Competitor weaknesses 

● Many competitors pride themselves on offering intuitive interfaces that allow users to create maps 

in a few clicks, but a few - QGIS, GRASS, R - are quite advanced and so may be difficult for beginners 

to master 

● How much it costs to use a particular tool is not always transparent. Subscriptions may involve 

hidden costs that aren’t apparent at the time of purchase. For example, ArcGIS has a limit on the 

number of features within a dataset (1,000). Users that go above the limit need to spend/purchase 

the so called service credits 

Opportunities for PoliVisu 

● The main opportunity for PoliVisu lies in the market’s buoyancy and growth trajectory observed 

since 2013. It is a positive sign that demand for geospatial products and services has been growing. 

PoliVisu needs to figure out how to position itself to benefit from this propitious trend  

Threats to PoliVisu 

● The buoyant market is as much an opportunity as it is a threat. With dozens of solutions competing 

for more or less the same customers (cities, authorities, public bodies, agencies, private companies 

all representing a variety of industries and policy areas) it may be difficult to establish a strong 

foothold and achieve scale.  

Transport Data Platforms 

After comparing GIS solutions, desk research shifted its focus to another group of potential competitors  - 

online platforms specialising in transport data. Eight successful platforms were found and analysed. Each 

platform was evaluated on a number of different criteria, leading to the creation of a competitor assessment 

matrix shown in the table below. The list is by no means exhaustive and will be expanded in the next 

exploitation phase.  

1. OpenDataSoft.37 Data publishing and sharing platform that makes data explorable to gain insights 

and reusable via APIs. 

2. Transport Systems Catapult Intelligent Mobility (IM) Data Hub.38 Managed data catalogue of 

transport datasets for research use by planners, modellers and academics. 

3. Urban Transport Group Data Hub (UTGDH).39 The group bring together and promotes the interests 

of Britain’s largest urban areas on transport. 

                                                           
33 https://carto.com/integrations/ 
34 https://r-arcgis.github.io/ 
35 https://www.tableau.com/learn/tutorials/on-demand/how-integrate-r-and-tableau 
36 https://docs.qgis.org/2.18/en/docs/user_manual/grass_integration/grass_integration.html 
37 https://www.opendatasoft.com/ 
38 https://ts.catapult.org.uk/innovation-centre/imdh/ 
39 http://www.urbantransportgroup.org/insight 
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4. oneTRANSPORT.40 Data aggregation platform for open sharing of real-time sensor data, including 

traffic movements (speed, flow), parking and city IoT device data. 

5. TransportAPI.41 Data aggregation platform with many types of transport data, including buses and 

trains. Full-service with data sets can drive apps. Provides live departures and arrivals, timetables, 

journey planning, tweet mapping, performance indicators and fares for the whole of UK public 

sector 

6. Zipabout.42 Data aggregation and communications platform which combines static, operational and 

behavioural data in real-time to predict and manage transport network flow. 

7. BaseMap.43 Provides tools to work with data on traffic flow, density, speed etc. 

8. ITO World.44 Aggregator of static and real-time, multi-modal transport data for journey planning 

apps, transport operators, authorities and consultancies in key metropolitan areas around the world. 

 
Table 7. Data platform competitors 

 

Solution attributes 

Self-
service 
data 
store for 
3rd party 
data 
providers 

Access to 
individual 
data 
sources 
published 
by others 

Access to 
unified, 
clean and 
accurate 
data feeds 
as a 
service 

Consistent
, inter- 
operable, 
timely 3rd 
party data 

Able to 
process, 
publish 
and 
licence 
data for 
others 

Self-
service 
analytics 
tools 

Can 
advertise, 
set 
charges / 
criteria for 
use of 
data 

Target 
Customer 

Business 
Model/Pri
cing Policy 

Open Data 
Soft 

Yes Yes Yes High Yes Yes Yes Cities, 
utility 
compani
es  

Free 
trial, 
pricing 
info N/A 

IM Data 
Hub 

Yes On 
request 

No Low No No No SMEs, 
academi
a, 
research, 
data 
owners 

N/A 

UTGDH No Yes Yes Medium No Yes No General 
public 

Free 

One 
Transport 

Yes Yes Yes High Yes No Yes Local 
govts, 
transport 
bodies, 
operator
s, ICT 
providers
, citizens 

Subscript
ion 
based on 
user type 
e.g. uni, 
SME, 
large 
business, 

                                                           
40 http://onetransport.io 
41 https://www.transportapi.com/ 
42 https://www.zipabout.com/platform 
43 http://basemap.co.uk 
44 https://www.itoworld.com 
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public 
sector, 
charity 

Transport 
API 

Yes Yes Yes High Yes No No Cities, 
authoriti
es, 
service 
providers
, 
develope
rs 

Freemiu
m 

Zipabout Yes Yes Yes High Yes Yes No Service 
providers 

N/A 

BaseMap No Yes Yes High No Yes No Cities, 
authoriti
es 

N/A 

ITO World Yes Yes Yes High Yes No No Cities, 
authoriti
es, 
operator
s 

N/A 

 

The analysis of potential data platform competitors provided input for a SWOT assessment vis-a-vis PoliVisu. 
 

Competitor strengths 

● Almost all platforms provide data that is valued for its quality and interoperability as evidenced by 

customer testimonies 

● Platforms like OneTransport and TransportAPI have a very clear and transparent pricing policy, 

which builds trusts and minimises barriers for a potential business relationship 

● Many platforms are established market players with a strong customer base and growing 

community of interest that helps reinforce their existence 

● Some competitors (e.g. OpenDataSoft, oneTRANSPORT) provide platforms for open and private data 

sharing. The latter arrangement has received a lot of attention in recent years, including from the 

European Commission,45 and could therefore become a source of innovation opportunities for new 

products and services  
 

Competitor weaknesses 

● The main “weakness” is that advanced built-in analytics tools are not present across most platforms, 

and when visualisation option is provided it is usually quite simple. For example, UTGDH covers 

many different data categories that overlap with PoliVisu’s (e.g. highways, bus, rail, society and 

demographics, satisfaction), however the way this data is presented is very rudimentary i.e. simple 

bar charts. That said, given that these platforms have as their main focus the provision of transport 

data, naturally GIS analysis is not among their priorities, therefore its absence is not necessarily a 

weakness. 
 

Opportunities for PoliVisu 

                                                           
45 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/guidance-private-sector-data-sharing 
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● The analysed platforms all provide raw data that can be used by anyone or only specific users 

depending on sharing preferences. This contrasts starkly with PoliVisu whose Toolbox will contain no 

raw data as such. If the Toolbox will simply point to data on other platforms, its pull factor as a data 

hub will be virtually non-existent. To capitalise on opportunities provided by data publishing, 

PoliVisu will need to revit its views on what the Toolbox should be. Once data is seen as a potential 

commodity that can be offered/traded through the Toolbox, different pricing and sharing 

arrangements can be introduced to derive financial benefits from its exploitation 

● Platforms like OpenDataSoft, IM Data Hub and OneTransport pride themselves on providing a 

secure, trusted space for private data. Granular permissions, tracking and user authentication tools 

are created to ensure data security and compliance. Data owners can share as much or as little 

access to their information as they want both within an organisation and externally. In the case of 

IM Data Hub, SME partners can access existing data up to the proof-of-concept stage, and where 

use-case is authorised, to the prototype stage. Since PoliVisu pilots also deal with private data, a 

secure private data sharing solution is an option worth exploring further in the second exploitation 

wave 

● Access to OpenDataSoft case studies is dependent on people leaving their contact information. A 

similar approach can be adopted by PoliVisu post-project to build a database of potential customers 
 

Threats to PoliVisu 

● The biggest threat is the missed opportunity to capitalise on data publishing/sharing. If data is a 

commodity that has the potential to generate financial gains for PoliVisu, why not exploit this 

opportunity? 

● Less significant is a threat posed by existing services offered by some of the potential competitors. 

For example, Basemap’s track record of providing public and private training courses creates 

competition for PoliVisu’s training module 
 

In conclusion, PoliVisu is entering a buoyant market where many players compete with each other. Two 

types of competitors that PoliVisu should keep a close eye on, at least at this stage, are those that (1) 

specialise in GIS tools and services and (2) create opportunities for transport data sharing/trading. The 

former group includes many veterans like GRASS, ArcGIS and QGIS whose presence on the market dates 

back several decades. They have large communities of volunteers/supporters/contributors and, above all, 

customers whose loyalty could be difficult to penetrate with new solutions. Furthermore, these 

competitors have made their solutions more integrated e.g. Carto-ArcGIS, R-ArcGIS, Tableau-R, GRASS-

QGIS, which creates even more incentives for customers to choose/stick with the more popular tools. The 

second group includes platforms that seek to monetise transport data by selling it to the general public 

using freemium, subscription and other models, or by limiting the opportunity to a closed circle of parties 

as per the owner's preferences. Depending on PoliVisu's final position toward data - is it merely an input 

for visualisation or something with the potential to generate commercial value? - these platforms will 

either become real competitors or remain just interesting initiatives to follow. 

 

4.3 Customer & Pilots’ Insights 

4.3.1 Target Customers 

As seen in the value network analysis and based on PoliVisu’s original goals, group discussion refined the 
high level target group for PoliVisu exploitation include: 

● Public Sector 
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○ Communications staff - those who have to communicate with the public every day 
○ Politicians supporting staff (the advisors) - these are the people who will be using the tool  

● Communities 
○ Civic interest groups - e.g. cycling embassy, unions 
○ Community groups - e.g. road safety groups, local activists 

● Researchers 
○ Journalists and citizen journalists 
○ Big data researchers 

 

It was important to note that whilst Politicians need to be convinced of the benefits PoliVisu will bring them, 
it is actually their staff/civil service who will be using the tool to model policy and generate insights.   

4.3.2 Direct Customer Feedback 

Data Literacy Survey 

PoliVisu’s data literacy survey found that data literate public administrations across Europe are increasingly 

using big data as part of their operations, however its full potential remains untapped. Although the majority 

of respondents (72%) said they or their colleagues use big data in their day-to-day job, only 21% agreed that 

their organisation takes full advantage of the available opportunity. Many more disagreed (33%). According 

to some, the problem lies in the lack of appropriate skills needed to work with big data. For others, the 

problem has more to do with the recent nature of big data. “The area is relatively new and the necessary 

arrangements are just being implemented,” said one local  government employee. 

 

Figure 3. Data Literacy Survey finding 

Indeed, the necessary arrangements, such as a data strategy and/or the various frameworks for managing 

quality, privacy and confidentiality are either  in the early stages of development or do not exist at all. It is 

also telling that a vast majority of respondents (74%) said their organisations don’t provide any special 

training on big data. It seems that this is largely due to the prevailing preference to hire rather than train. 

“Usually we hire instead of providing training,” said a respondent from Tartu, Estonia. Similar preference was 

echoed by a respondent from Drenthe, Netherlands. “At the moment we tend to focus on hiring new staff. 

Any training that happens is on-the-job, whereby people learn by doing.” On-the-job training was also 
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mentioned by a respondent from Salo, Finland. “People upskill themselves in their spare time at work. We 

provide no special training yet.” 

As mentioned before, 72% respondents said they or their colleagues use big data as part of their job. “Non-

users” thus represent just less than a third of the sample. Almost all (97%) of those who fall into this 

category said “small data” is sufficient for their needs. For many, the lack of clear purpose (74%) and skills 

(60%) is an important barrier, as is the cost which was raised by 40% of non-users. 31% said the needed big 

data simply does not exist. Interestingly, 57% respondents from this group said big data would improve the 

performance of their organisation. 
 

The survey sample contained a diverse mix of public authorities, and particularly in relation to big data, 

some were at a fairly advanced stage of development while others were only starting to implement big data 

strategies. All this highlights a trite but true point that when approaching prospective customers, Polivisu 

must consider how far along in the big data journey a given public authority is, and adjust its offering 

accordingly. Nonetheless, survey findings contain some useful cues about big data practices (or lack of them) 

that represent more than just a few isolated cases and which PoliVisu would be well-advised to take on 

board. 

● The lack of appropriate skills is among top three challenges inhibiting big data use by public 

administrations. A training package with relevant content and acceptable price point could 

potentially be an apt solution. However, given the tendency to hire than rather train, such package 

may be less in demand than expected. 

● Fully developed frameworks for governing big data quality, privacy, confidentiality etc. are an 

exception than the norm. A consultancy service addressing this gap could potentially be in high 

demand. For this to work, however, PoliVisu partners would need to demonstrate a track record of 

end-to-end delivery of such frameworks. If at least one of them was tested by a PoliVisu pilot, that 

would go a long way to cementing PoliVisu credentials in this area of great opportunity. 

● The assumption that needed big data does not exist must be challenged. Several cities said during 

interviews that data they had thought did not exist was actually hidden on a server of some 

department within an administration. The discovery of “hidden treasure” happened by pure chance. 

Surely there must be a better way of taking stock of one’s data than leaving it to chance.  PoliVisu 

may wish to consider adding an audit service to its portfolio to help the 31% establish with certainty 

whether or not data they are looking for is non-existent or simply hidden. 
 

Customer insights will be developed further during the 2018 Conference season when PoliVisu has the 

opportunity to talk to potential public sector adopters face-to-face. 

4.3.3 Pilot Feedback 

Initial feedback from the pilot locations46 revolved around two types of barriers: data and policy making. The 

former highlighted that using big data requires high levels of funding, that open data too limited by itself, 

and that public partners are more interested in historical data than real-time information. Policy making 

barriers drew attention to the fact that policy and data people often sit separately, and that ambitions to 

develop big data capabilities are not always reflected in actual use. 

 

                                                           
46 For the results of first iteration of pilots’ evaluation please see D7.2 Recommendations for Future Deployment 
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The exploration phase identified initial target groups relevant for PoliVisu exploitation. Besides the public 

sector, they include various community groups campaigning on issues such as road safety, and 

researchers, a category that extends beyond academia to encompass private research, think-tanks, media, 

citizen journalists et cetera. Early feedback from the potential public sector customers was collected 

during this phase as part of T3.2 Data Literacy Survey. Its main finding is that local and regional authorities 

are starting to develop their big data capability, however the full potential of big data is yet to be 

exploited. This gap presents several opportunities for PoliVisu. Specifically, its value proposition toward 

this customer group could include, among other things, a training package; support for developing big 

data quality, privacy and confidentiality frameworks; and an audit of available data within an organisation. 

Each of these opportunities comes with caveats attached. Addressing these caveats will be the focus of 

the second exploitation wave using feedback from all partners but in particular those involved in pilot 

work. 
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Chapter 5. Value Proposition 

The PoliVisu consortium undertook a Value Proposition Canvas exercise to place themselves in the potential 

customers’ shoes to better understand which elements of the PoliVisu solution provide most value to them. 

Organised as part of the Antwerp meeting, the exercise required partners to work in teams with the pre-

designed/printed templates.47 The brainstorming centered around ‘pains’ and ‘gains.’ Pains are inhibiting 

factors that trouble potential customers, preventing them from getting the job done. An example would be 

the lack of knowledge and skills needed to work with big data to produce insightful visualisations on a 

specific policy issue. Gains, on the other hand, are things that – put simply – make customers happy. Unlike 

pains, they enable decision makers to get the job done easier, faster and more effectively. A big data training 

course, a how-to guide for policy visualisation, an interactive map with built-in exploratory analysis tools – 

these are just some examples of gains that could help end users succeed in their job. And it is with the job-

to-be-done that partners started their brainstorming session. 
 

 
Figure 4. Completed Value Proposition Canvas 

 

What do potential PoliVisu customers need to do in their job? A synthesis of answers produced three broad 

jobs/tasks: (1) translate political views into concrete measures, (2) advise politicians on how to solve specific 

problems; (3) implement policy using the most appropriate data/tools. Interestingly, the conceived job 

description seems to match that of a city manager or a municipal policy officer despite there being other 

roles in the pool of potential target customers e.g. communications staff, community groups, researchers 

(see again section 4.3.1). 
 

What barriers/pains make the job difficult? Partners generated a wealth of ideas in answering this question, 

using as a basis their previous knowledge and experience. The issue of cost was highlighted in relation to big 

data access/management, with some partners making references to a recent Amazon study48 which found 

that costs associated with building and maintaining data warehouses can run up to €25,000 per terabyte 

annually. That means a data warehouse containing 40TB of information (a modest repository for many large 

organisations) requires a yearly budget of around €1 million. Another oft-cited barrier was the lack of skills. 

Indeed, the lack of skilled analysts has affected not only the public sector but also the industry more 

                                                           
47 https://strategyzer.com/canvas/value-proposition-canvas 
48 https://www.atscale.com/blog/big-data-cost 
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generally, at a time when demand for AI and big data analytics has never been higher. The third issue raised 

by partners is linked to data security. True, big data can bring many benefits but it can also lead to big 

privacy problems. As recent security breaches show,49 some organisations are in such a rush to implement 

big data solutions that they take a somewhat careless approach to security. And when security becomes an 

afterthought, the potential for disaster increases dramatically. Other pains that emerged from brainstorming 

include difficult relations with data owners, lack of public support for policy/measures, and lack of 

common view on an issue/course of action among stakeholders. 
 

When thinking about gains, partners tried to find a matching solution for each of the foregoing problems as 

best they could. The cost issue cannot be easily addressed as cutting down the size of data warehouse is 

rarely a viable option. While there may be little cost saving to be made in big data access/management, one 

area where this could be achieved is analytics. Specifically, public administrations could save money by 

switching to open source tools for their visualisation/processing needs. The lack of big data skills is not 

necessarily a human resource problem but rather an issue with roots in organisational culture. 

Organisations with a thriving/established big data culture are less likely to suffer from skills shortages and 

vice versa. The security aspect of working with big data can be addressed by developing appropriate 

frameworks (e.g. security, confidentiality, privacy), which in turn can be embedded into the broader big data 

culture. Relations with data owners can be improved through new PPP initiatives, while open government 

projects that make use of open data, standards and tools can go a long way toward minimising the gap 

between citizens and policy makers. 
 

The last remaining item on the canvas was value proposition, whose purpose is essentially twofold: to 

maximise gains and minimise pains. The value of PoliVisu does not lie solely in the visualisations themselves.  

The mobility sector has been using visualizations for policy making for a number of years.  However, these 

visualisations were usually based upon a snapshot of data (e.g. think people with clipboards counting cars) 

so were not very accurate and the data was not necessarily timely. PoliVisu's main advantage is that it offers 

not a single product or service but rather a multi-faceted solution, thereby addressing both pains and gains, 

hard (data, tools) and soft (knowledge, methods) elements needed for effective policy making. 
 

Table 8. Pains, gains and PoliVisu’s value proposition 

Pains Gains Value proposition 

Cost Open Source ● OS tools for managing and visualising big data (e.g. 
WebGLayer, Micka, HS Layers) 

Lack of skills Training ● PoliVisu training module delivered face-to-face and 
online (e.g. webinars) 

● Policy knowledge base / glossary 
● How-to guide for policy making 

Data security Big data frameworks  ● Consultancy service for developing security, 
privacy, confidentiality frameworks 

Relations with data owners PPP initiatives ● Cooperation with data holders in the private sector 
(e.g. Issy, Ghent) 

Lack of public support Public facing open data 
projects 

● PoliVisu Toolbox and outputs such as maps, 
visualisations etc. are available online  

● Continuous feedback using survey and social media 

 

                                                           
49 https://bigdata-madesimple.com/6-big-data-and-cloud-security-concerns-to-watch-in-2018/ 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion & Next Steps 

This deliverable attempted to create a framework for thinking about possible exploitation options for 

PoliVisu before the project enters its second year, when exploitation efforts must take a more focused, agile 

pace. A number of activities undertaken in year one by individual partners and Consortium as a whole, 

ranging from desk research to surveys to brainstorming sessions, provided crucial input for the framework's 

creation. The resulting output highlights several points that project partners would be well-advised to 

consider moving forward into the next sage. 
 

IPR 

The internal survey uncovered potential bottlenecks in the exploitation of PoliVisu results but thanks to the 

follow-up discussion in Antwerp some of the identified issues were successfully resolved. For example, it was 

agreed that ATC’s solutions will be offered free of charge within the context of the project, although with a 

degraded functionality, and CityzenData promised to find a way to include Warp 10 in the Toolbox. 

Notwithstanding this early progress, a few important challenges have yet to be tackled. Besides the situation 

around Macq products, a broader issue of tools' usage by third parties during the project remains 

unanswered. Basically, the question comes down to whether such usage should be restricted or unlimited. 

Since PoliVisu is an EU project, third parties may expect free and unlimited access to the Toolbox 

components. That, in turn, raises the question: can, for example, new cities request visualisations to be 

produced with WebGLayer as many times as they want? Although clearly beneficial for exploitation per se, 

third party requests can represent a substantial drain on partners' resources if left unchecked. The 

Consortium must therefore find a way to balance sustainability with budgetary considerations, something 

that will be done at the forthcoming BMWs during WAVE 2. 
 

Market situation 

PoliVisu's target market is projected to grow in the coming years. In Europe, a number of geospatial and 

allied policy frameworks have been established at EU-level, fostering an innovation ecosystem that 

generates business opportunities for market players. Open/e-government initiatives will continue to 

generate demand for geospatial services; as a result, public sector will remain the main source of income for 

geospatial service providers. Shifts in governance structures combined with technological advances already 

allow non-state actors to get more closely involved in policy making. As governments seek to become 

smarter in their approach to perennial problems like congestion, more democratic, more in step with the 

times far as ICTs are concerned, the tendency for a more technology driven, collaborative governance will 

only become more commonplace in the future. 
 

Competitors 

PoliVisu is entering a buoyant market where many players compete with each other. Two types of 

competitors that PoliVisu should keep a close eye on, at least at this stage, are those that (1) specialise in GIS 

tools and services and (2) create opportunities for transport data sharing/trading. The former group includes 

many veterans like GRASS, ArcGIS and QGIS whose presence on the market dates back several decades. They 

have large communities of volunteers/supporters/contributors and, above all, customers whose loyalty 

could be difficult to penetrate with new solutions. Furthermore, these competitors have made their 

solutions more integrated e.g. Carto-ArcGIS, R-ArcGIS, Tableau-R, GRASS-QGIS, which creates even more 

incentives for customers to choose/stick with the more popular tools. The second group includes platforms 

that seek to monetise transport data by selling it to the general public using freemium, subscription and 

other models, or by limiting the opportunity to a closed circle of parties as per the owner's preferences. 

Depending on PoliVisu's final position toward data - is it merely an input for visualisation or something with 

the potential to generate commercial value? - these platforms will either become real competitors or remain 

just interesting initiatives to follow. 
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Customers  

The exploration phase identified initial target groups relevant for PoliVisu exploitation. Besides the public 

sector, they include various community groups campaigning on issues such as road safety, and researchers, a 

category that extends beyond academia to encompass private research, think-tanks, media, citizen 

journalists et cetera. Early feedback from the potential public sector customers was collected during this 

phase as part of T3.2 Data Literacy Survey. Its main finding is that local and regional authorities are starting 

to develop their big data capability, however the full potential of big data is yet to be exploited.  
 

Value proposition 

PoliVisu aims to help policy makers responsible for urban development/transport/mobility through 

advanced visualizations. Creating these visualisations is not a simple process due to the many different hard 

(tools, data) and soft elements (knowledge, methodologies) involved, all of which can be combined in 

various configurations for different policy needs. PoliVisu's value proposition is therefore not a single 

product or service but rather a multi-faceted solution comprising a Policy Making Model, Advanced 

Visualisations, Policy Ready Data and Metadata, Policy Knowledge Base, Training and Toolbox. Furthermore, 

PoliVisu is more than just about throwing data on a standard map as many data platforms do. PoliVisu 

enables decision makers to create the right map/visualisation to deliver accurate, insightful intelligence, 

helping tailor personalised strategies to individual needs. End users have more freedom to experiment since 

PoliVisu visualisations are standalone and can be plugged into any data platform, thus avoiding vendor lock-

in. This option may be particularly appealing to smaller cities looking for a flexible, no-strings-attached 

solution. 

6.1 Joint Exploitation 

 

● Commercial Exploitation Business Model: No clear business model emerged during WAVE 1 - 

Exploration. At this stage, it is only possible to suggest that partners will work together in various 

configurations to ensure PoliVisu results remain sustainable in the long-run. Several partners would 

like to follow a commercial route and offer consultancy, advanced data analysis & 

visualisation/mapping tools, customisation and technical support to help cities create effective 

solutions at an affordable cost.  

● Non-Commercial Exploitation: According to the internal survey, the commercial route was rated as 

“very important” by eight partners, and “somewhat important” by five of them, clearly showing that 

commercial sustainability is a priority for some but not all members of the Consortium (to the latter 

camp belong partners from cities, academia, non-profit sector). Several non-commercial exploitation 

option will be considered more closely in WAVE 2. One of them is the transfer of PoliVisu results to 

the Plan4All portfolio. Another is the intensification of cross-project collaboration between PoliVisu 

and other Horizon initiatives such as Big Policy Canvas, Cutler, Designscapes (a close working 

relationship was established with all three projects already in WAVE 1). The third option involves 

making PoliVisu results compliant with international data and metadata standards for easy 

discovery/interoperability on the web. In this regard, the latest opportunity presented by Google is 

particularly appealing.50 Once compliant with Google’s datasets markup schema, Polivisu data can be 

better visually presented to users directly in Google’s search results. Lastly, an option should be 

considered to integrate Toolbox with ATC’s newspaper software. 

● Business Case: Harnessing available city data – open, private, social – into a trusted geospatial 

                                                           
50 https://searchengineland.com/google-search-adds-dataset-schema-support-to-search-results-302906 
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solution that works with a city’s existing policy platform, PoliVisu removes traditional technological 

and data literacy barriers and enables public administrations to access the same levels of advanced 

visualisations that large consultancies would provide at a fraction of the cost. Thanks to PoliVisu, 

‘data’ redefines the way public policy teams collaborate and operate. 

● Market: The core enabler of PoliVisu’s technical solution is the ability of its tools to use geospatial 

data. As discovered during market research, public sector will remain the main driver and source of 

revenue for geospatial product and service providers. Therefore, PoliVisu will sit in the geospatial 

industry space offering tools/services to enhance policy and governance operations. The original 

focus on city/public administrations as the main customer group will remain in place unless and until 

partners think otherwise in light of new evidence that may become available from market analysis or 

as a result of changes in exploitation priorities 

● Target Audience: Public sector in Europe, namely (but not only) on municipal and regional level, 

targeting Policy Makers: Mayors, Council Leaders, Cabinet Members, Overview and Scrutiny 

Committees – overview and scrutiny is at the heart of city accountability. It is the principal, 

democratic means, between elections, of ensuring that decisions made by the council and its 

partners are held to account. Besides the public sector, target audiences include various community 

groups campaigning on issues such as road safety, and researchers, a category that extends beyond 

academia to encompass private research, think-tanks, media, citizen journalists et cetera.  

 
Table 9. Comparison of exploitation routes 

Route Strengths Weaknesses 

Commercial partnership Strong motivation for business partners 
to exploit project results 

Profit and commission sharing requires 
transparent, ethical and fair framework 

Plan4All portfolio Long-term sustainability & exposure to 
continuous innovation activities 

Few opportunities for individual partners 
to derive financial benefit 

Cross-project cooperation Good multiplication potential Dependency on third party popularity 

Google dataset service Enhanced discoverability for the masses 
of internet users 

Service may be discontinued like Google 
URL shortener, for example 

6.2 Individual Exploitation 

Every partner will be responsible for its own exploitation regardless of what business model is adopted at 

the end. The analysis of initial individual exploitation plans (see Appendix A) shows little deviation from 

project-level exploitation. Public sector is the dominant customer group to be targeted by all partners. By 

way of comparison, 9/15 plans mention private sector as a potential target audience. The cities want to 

continue using the PoliVisu framework and tools post-project to facilitate stakeholder collaboration for more 

efficient urban management, while promoting the resulting outcomes through various communication 

channels (e.g. websites, newsletters, events). Technology partners want to provide data based services and 

tools. As such, they see an opportunity for building new business relationships which could help them enter 

new markets. Other private sector partners without a technology background see a similar opportunity 

although their value proposition is largely limited to the consultancy/service offering. Last but not least, 

academic partners build their initial exploitation plans around the need to expand the adoption of 

experimental approach to policy making in their respective environments. In the case of Polimi, for example, 

this includes promoting the framework within the Italian Association of Municipalities and scaling it up to 

the level of EU Covenant of Mayors. 
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6.3 Next Steps 

The table below presents the next steps that the PoliVisu consortium will undertake in the next years to 

define and implement its sustainability and exploitation plan. 
 

What When Who 

Wave 2: Implementation: Drill down into business models and create business plan 

Create first version of the overall Toolbox (the central lynchpin for sustainability 
and exploitation) which can be tested internally 

December  2018 ATC, 21c 

Ensure Open Access publication process up and running within the Consortium October 2018 POLIMI 

Share current PoliVisu solution and expand customer insight into needs and 
current procurement practices by talking/surveying potential adopters face-to-
face at: 

● Barcelona Smart City 2018, 
● ICT Vienna (running networking event) 
● Global Forum Nov 2018  

November to 
December 2018 

21c, AIV, 
ISP, 
INCO, 
P4A 

Partners to fill in Personal Exploitation Survey (see Appendix X) to  November 2018 ATC, 21c 

Reach out to and strengthen relationships with other Policy/Data projects (e.g. 
Big Policy Canvas, Cutler, Designscapes) for shared sustainability/exploitation 
discussions 

January 2019 21c, AIV 

Expand value proposition based on information gathered during conference 
activities and drill down further into market and competitors. 

January 2019 21c, AIV 

Organise collaborative Business Modelling Workshops with the Consortium to 
enhance PoliVisu’s value proposition and build a Business Model Canvas to 
explore potential commercialisation models 

January 2019 21c 

Agree on commercialisation models to adopt and build business plan around 
them - ensure they integrate into an overall exploitation framework 

June - October 2019 All 

Define training content approach based on target audience needs as a way to 
hook them into PoliVisu 

June - August 2019 21c 

Test training material 
September - October 
2019 

21c 

Finalise messaging October 2019 21c 

First draft of integrated exploitation and business plan October 2019 21c 

WAVE 3: Acceleration: Begin implementing the exploitation business plan 

Agree Exploitation framework and roles for the year ahead 
November 2019 - 
January 2020 

All 

Offer free training to new public administrations through affiliated general 
networks such as LOLA, Eurocities, SmartCitiesCouncil  

February - October 
2020 

21c 
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Chapter 7: Risks & Challenges 

Risk Likelihood Impact Mitigation 

Market not advanced enough for 
Policy Makers to consider policy 
visualisations a spending priority 

Low Low PoliVisu provides an approach/methodology to 
better use Big Data visualisations for policy making. 
Policy Makers can choose to use PoliVisu tools or 
their own existing data tools so the impact of 
PoliVisu is not dependent on Cities spending money 
with the project. 

Open nature of the data and the 
tools makes it hard to create an 
attractive commercial offering 

Medium High PoliVisu uses existing tools to deliver visualisations, 
the owners of which will benefit from product 
improvement based on the pilot work which will 
improve their commercial offerings.  Other services 
will be developed by the project and commercial 
potential will be explored. 

Other policy projects competing 
with PoliVisu gain market 
traction first 

Low Medium PoliVisu will reach out to other data and policy 
projects and explore complementary approaches to 
sustainability, for example PoliVisu will collect and 
share experience through the Toolbox.  

Multiple partners serving 
solutions appears too 
complicated to potential 
customers 

Medium High PoliVisu creates user pathways through the Toolbox 
so users will be able to follow a  link to the 
visualisation tool that best meets their visualisation 
needs. The tools are linked to stories, examples, 
techniques and processes. 

Only a few Partners appear to 
benefit from the project in terms 
of sustainability 

Low Medium PoliVisu is designed to ensure all partners benefit 
from participation in terms of new research, 
experiences and/or product improvements. Each 
Partner will develop their own sustainability 
strategy for PoliVisu to leverage their involvement. 

Toolbox not attractive/user 
friendly for users 

Med High The first draft of the Toolbox will be generic but 
future versions will explore how to personalise the 
user journeys for different types of user. 

Stakeholders that give visibility 
and credibility to PoliVisu’s work 
are not considered  

Low Medium As above, future versions of the Toolbox will 
include pathways to content and benefits for user 
categories other than Public Sector workers. 
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Appendix A: Individual Exploitation Plans 

Partner exploitation plan Potential sector Route 

Information Flanders: Awareness 
raising of the importance of data 
visualisation for policy making in 
Belgium. Enhance the use of Belgian 
big data source by making the data 
available as open source in usable 
data formats. 

National and Regional government in 
Belgium 

Promoting PoliVisu results through 
speaking opportunities at regional 
workshops and conferences. Sharing 
news and findings through official 
government communication 
channels. Targeting local 
administrations directly within 
PoliVisu newsletters. 

IS-Practice: Business development 
for PoliVisu tools on the EU market, 
delivery of the commercial contracts 
within both public and private 
sectors 

Public sector in EU countries, from 
city to national level. Private sector 

Building new commercial 
relationships, leveraging existing 
partnerships, identifying new market 
opportunities 

EDIP: Broadening market reach for 
traffic modelling capabilities across 
the EU 

Public sector transport departments Partnering with other PoliVisu 
partners to increase offering and 
geographic coverage 

ISSY Media: Increase use of Big Data 
in local policy making processes, with 
a particular focus on transport, urban 
planning and management. 

Local, Regional and National public 
sector. Private sector. 

Continue to use PoliVisu framework 
and tools to facilitate stakeholder 
collaboration for more efficient 
urban management. Promote results 
and use of data to stimulate new 
economic opportunities for 
businesses. 

HSRS: Enhancing current skills in area 
of big data discovery and citizens 
observatories. Build new solution for 
target market of HSRS in public 
sector. Find new partners for 
cooperation on commercialisation 

Public sector. Private sector - 
organisation dealing with transport 
data 

Offering integration, consultation 
services and services related with 
data transformation and 
visualisation. Offering SaaS type of 
services 

GEOSPARC: Enhance geospatial 
expertise in analytics and 
visualisation with big data 
knowledge. Extend Geosparc product 
offering with big data support. 
Potential collaboration with project 
partners in a JV to commercialize 
certain project results. 

Public Sector. Private Organisations 
in diverse sectors 

Consulting and software engineering 
services. SaaS solution 

InnoConnect: Enhance data analytics 
& Visualisation services, extend 
product offering, integrate our 
services with 3rd party solutions 

Both public and private sector Building new business relationship 
via PoliVisu network, entering new 
markets 

Cityzen Data: Will expand use of 
technical software platform (Warp 
10) to manage and analyze mobility 
data- including predictive - data 

Private and public sector - Energy, 
Mobility, Cars, Traffic, Telecoms, IT, 
Cybersecurity 

Improved offering to customers -  IoT 
data management and data analytics 
features, tools and data analytics 
language to applications within the 
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coming from sensors, IoT, meters.  
Will use project finds to advance 
knowledge of smart city data 
infrastructures. 

project and new interfaces regarding 
geomatics requirements. 

21c: Enhance existing consultancy 
offering, create big data policy 
training and potentially be involved 
in rolling out new PoliVisu 
deployments commercially with 
other partners 

National and Local Government, 
UK, Poland, Lithuania 

Offer services via usual tender 
channels.  Add to G-Cloud for easier 
procurement 

ATC: Expand use of truthnest in 
other geographies and domain areas 
creating new market opportunities 

Global markets both public and 
private 

Use new case studies and business 
case to promote Truthnest to a wider 
market. 

SITMP: Further post-project use of 
advanced tools for policy making in 
the area of smart mobility 

Public sector in Czechia, focus on 
cities 

Promotion of PoliVisu results via the 
city channels, sharing best practices 
and know how among Czech smart 
cities 

MACQ: The PoliVisu outcomings will 
take the Macq M3 Smart Mobility 
Platform to the next level. From 
Sensor Data to Secure Anonymised 
Big Data. From Smart Visualisation to 
Policy Decision Making Support and 
finally Policy Implementation. 

Our introduction to the Flemish 
market will allow us to develop this 
product and then expand it into our 
foreign markets. 

In Flanders region we will showcase 
the possibilities of PoliVisu. Given 
our market share the mobility 
centres of the Brussels Capital 
Region are the next logical step 
already at the end of the project. 

Plan4all: Exploitation of data sets 
and tools, which are currently 
managed by Plan4all (Open Land 
Use, Smart Point of Interest, Open 
Transport Map). Expand the Plan4all 
network 

Public and private sector Offering consultancy services in 
cooperation with all Plan4all 
members 

POLIMI: Expand the adoption of an 
experimental approach to policy 
making by the PoliVisu use of big 
data in several institutional networks 

National and EU local governments Use case studies and business case 
within the Italian Association of 
Municipalities and scaling up to EU 
Covenant of Mayors 

GENT: Use enhanced capacity for 
mobile data sensor data to use in 
other areas of city planning and 
policy making 

 Local government Continue to use PoliVisu framework 
and tools to facilitate stakeholder 
collaboration for more efficient 
urban management. Promote results 
and use of data to stimulate new 
economic opportunities for 
businesses. 
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Appendix B: Partner Survey 
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